The pro sees the result when he looks into women's golf bags! Stores have sold clubs to women whose husbands are good friends and customers of the pro. Or, it could be that the stores, instead of doing an especially good job of selling, have simply notified women, by advertising, that they want their business and have made it easy for women to buy.

But in many pro shops a woman, unless she is an experienced golfer, has yet to be strongly impressed that the pro is eager to sell her clubs or a bag. It isn't difficult to pinpoint who is at fault in a situation such as this.

No Price Tags

Why should she be aware of this? She doesn't even know that some of the clubs displayed are manufactured especially for women. She could tell you within a half-dollar the price of any piece of apparel in the shop because she is educated in this respect. But if she happened to discover that some clubs in a shop were made particularly for her, she wouldn't have the vaguest notion of their cost because in too many shops there are no price tags on the merchandise.

If the woman does see a price tag on woods or irons she compares it with the price she has seen in a store ad, but she probably doesn't have the faintest suspicion that the higher priced clubs might very well be the best buy for her.

She hasn't had the training to be educated as a golf buyer. For that reason the pro often loses the selling advantage he gains at the lesson tee.

I get interesting opportunities to compare women's shopping for clubs and apparel in pro shops because our organization specializes in marketwide selling of golf apparel, shoes and clubs to professionals. Women come into a pro shop and see our nationally known shoes and apparel brands and discover that pro shop prices are no higher than prices in high class stores.

Shuns Pro's Guidance

But as for our clubs — also of the very finest quality — the woman buyer is without confidence in her judgment and, unfortunately, sometimes she isn't sold on the pro's guidance.

A man, almost by instinct, will go for top quality clubs and feel that they are worth the money. But when it comes to apparel, unless it is of brand names that he knows are of foremost quality, style and value, he trusts to luck more than to wisdom.

Club Sales Approach

Golf club sales for the fiscal year ended Oct. 31, 1960, totalled 4,983,606 units, an increase of 12.9 per cent over the comparable 1959 period. Making up the total were 3,425,015 iron clubs and 1,558,591 wood clubs.

In releasing this report, Carl J. Benkert, Pres. of the National Assn. of Golf Club Manufacturers said: "Manufacturers are highly pleased with the annual increase in the sale of clubs over the last several years."

"From all indications increased sales will continue because of growing interest in the game. Also, new facilities are being constantly added in all sections of the country."

Benkert noted "that there is an extremely large growth of interest in golf in small communities throughout the U. S."